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1. Penal populism and judicial populism
“Penal populism” has become a common expression and a key cate‐
gory among scholars of both political populism and crime and punish‐
ment (Shammas 2019, 760). As Victor L. Shammas observes, the term is
used “to refer to the ways in which politicians, political parties, and other
governing elites present themselves as leading exponents of a politics of
‘law and order’” (Shammas 2019, 760). The expression “penal elitism”
mainly refers to “a transfer of the power to determine penal outcomes
from bureaucrats, judges, and technocratic elites to politicians, legislators,
and other representatives of the masses” (Shammas 2019, 760). Due to this
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shift from a (purportedly) technical discourse to that of electoral struggle
and political propaganda, penal populism has been described as a “polit‐
ical force driven more by emotion than rationality” (Pratt 2007, 92).
Two main features of this concept are particularly relevant here. First,
penal populism is thought to involve the entire “realm of justice and the
rule of law, the proper application of laws and the social conditioning that
arises from improper application” (Anselmi 2018, 73, emphasis added). It
follows from this that, rather than being confined to legislative processes
(that is, to the “production” of criminal law), penal populism also affects
the application (that is, the interpretation) of normative dispositions. Ju‐
dicial populism can be considered a sub‐category of the more general cat‐
egory of penal populism inasmuch as it relates to the judicial application
of criminal law – at least if, following Giovanni Fiandaca, we define judi‐
cial populism as an attempt by judges and/or prosecutors to present them‐
selves as genuine “representatives” or interpreters of the real interests
and expectations of the people. This attempt is frequently presented ac‐
cording to a logic of the substitution of political power, which is perceived
as being isolated from the “legitimate” or “true” interests of the people
(Fiandaca 2014, 97, 105).
Second, penal populism is often described as a pathological phenome‐
non, related to inadequate law‐making processes and the improper appli‐
cation of criminal law – a pathology that is ultimately based on a “distorted
interpretation of the functioning of the justice system on the part of public
opinion”, which in turn “produces a delegitimization of the rule of law”
(Anselmi 2018, 73). As a “manipulation of the objectives of the rule of
law”, penal populism results in the perversion of the “normal functioning
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of justice” (Anselmi 2018, 74). This common interpretation has been chal‐
lenged by Shammas, who argues that the theoretical distinction between
penal populism and what he defines as “penal elitism” is ultimately based
on an ideological bias. According to critics of the phenomenon of penal
populism, one of the main factors driving the decline of rehabilitative in‐
tent in criminal law is “the steadily declining fortune of rationality and
technocracy – a trend that has been evidenced by the (re‐)emergence of an
emotive, irrational, and mercurial politics” (Shammas 2019, 761).
However, Shammas continues, this distinction between a rational tech‐
nocratic and a populistic emotive approach is ultimately based on a false
dichotomy. It is perfectly possible, according to Shammas, for a techno‐
cratic approach to result in the over‐criminalization of minor offenses, for
instance. On the other hand, the greater involvement of the public in crim‐
inal law‐making could result in rehabilitative policies. “Under the right
circumstances”, Shammas observes, “the populus can certainly exhibit re‐
habilitative tendencies”. Quoting Johnstone (2000) and Green (2006), he
goes on to note that providing the public “with appropriate contextual
information may help inform and facilitate a wholly different and more
participatory form of penal policymaking”, which in turn could result in
the implementation of more rational – that is, less intolerant and less re‐
pressive – responses to crime (Shammas 2019, 765).
Important questions remain, however. Who defines the “right circum‐
stances” under which the people – or “the populus” as Shammas puts it –
can “exhibit rehabilitative tendencies”? Who is to provide “the public”
with appropriate contextual information? It seems plausible that at least
a significant part of this process depends on actions and draws on infor‐
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mation from political and technocratic (i.e. academic, technical‐adminis‐
trative, etc.) “elites” of some sort. Is there any substantial difference be‐
tween this and what so‐called liberal penal elitists advocate? Or, more im‐
portantly, is it possible to discuss criminal law without recognizing the
central role played by at least one group of technocratic elites: that which
constitutes the “organs of application”? Even in countries where judges
or prosecutors are elected, they constitute an elite body: that of the jurists,
with their own characteristics and self‐conceptions. These aspects, as
Shammas seems to recognize, are not without relevance to the debate on
penal elitism. As Anselmi (quoted above) notes, penal elitism also has
something to do with the process of applying criminal law. It is therefore
important to recognize the role played by jurists, lawyers, prosecutors,
judges, and the like.
Interestingly, Shammas notes that “if the law is inherently undemo‐
cratic, it is because it elevates justices or judges to a position of isolated
pre‐eminence, above and beyond the grasp of the public”, and that “the
bureaucratization of juridical forms produces the kind of autonomy of ac‐
tion that is intended to be insulated from public pressure and democratic
influence” (Shammas 2019, 762). This kind of isolation seems to corre‐
spond to a traditional, ideologically positivistic1 self‐representation of
judges as mere “technical executors” of a “law” that comes from else‐
where. As we will see, however, it can also easily correspond to an alter‐

1

For the distinction between ideological, methodological ed theoretical positivism see
Bobbio (2014).
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native (although related) representation of the judge as a “priest of jus‐
tice” (Priest der Themis)2, where the word “justice” should not be read as a
synonym for “legal order” (in a positivist fashion) but in its original sense
of a set of pre‐positivist values and principles, the correct interpretation
and translation of which, in the form of judicial decisions, is the real task
of judges. This second interpretation of the role of the judge can be trans‐
lated – in a “populistic” fashion, as it were – into a self‐representation on
the part of the judge (or the public prosecutor) as a genuine defender of
the “true” interests of “the people”, or at least of the majority.
Before addressing this topic, however, I would like to consider another
aspect that seems to be somewhat implicit in Shammas’s reconstruction.
Is there something characteristically “populistic” about the process of
law‐making and judicial application in the field of criminal law? In other
words, is criminal law inherently populistic?

2. Is criminal law inherently populistic?
From Shammas’s perspective, the question whether criminal law is in‐
herently populistic is already marked by ideological bias. The term “pop‐
ulism”, we are told by Shammas, is increasingly used to lend a “veneer of
scientific legitimacy”, a “halo of respectability”, to an ultimately deroga‐
tory view of certain political ideas, movements, parties and politicians
(Shammas 2019, 766). In other words, according to Shammas, use of the

2

For the self‐representation of the judge as a “priest of justice” see Luminati (2007).
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(otherwise underspecified) notion of populism serves to legitimate ideo‐
logical opposition to various political phenomena, lending a purely sub‐
jective value judgement the appearance of objectivity. This critique is to
some extent justified. Nevertheless, I will use this notion – “penal popu‐
lism” – for the sake of argument, in order to understand why certain social
phenomena have so frequently been associated with law‐making and ap‐
plication processes in the field of criminal law.
Like “populism” in general, “penal populism” is commonly associated
with irrational, passionate, emotive behaviour. Recent texts that make use
of this phrase – particularly in mass communication media – seem to echo
the stereotype of the “irrational crowd”, which was common to the liter‐
ature on “social psychology” (or the “psychology of the masses”) that
flourished in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The current
academic literature would seem to partake in this cliché, at least in part.
As Shammas recalls, “penal populism is predicated on what Daniel De‐
foe, in an earlier age, termed ‘the rage of the street’”, which in this case
supplants “the (putatively) reflective, restrained, and rehabilitation‐ori‐
ented disposition of rational, reasonable elites who were (so the story
goes) previously tasked with shaping the field of crime control in past
times”. This is certainly a crucial commonplace, even though it is im‐
portant to note that to attribute the somewhat simplistic idea of the exist‐
ence of “rational, reasonable elites” to classic elitists (Pareto, for instance)
would be to commit the “straw man” fallacy. Even with their methodo‐
logical limitations and their ideological biases, these authors were well
aware of the irrational dimension of the behaviour of elites. Thus, partic‐
ularly in academic literature, the “elitist” approach has not been as naïve
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as Shammas seems to suggest. In any case, this topic is not directly ad‐
dressed by him and is irrelevant to our purposes.
Let us therefore assume the existence and relevance of this common‐
place, apparently shared to some extent by so‐called “penal elitists”. Ac‐
cording to this reconstruction, the passions and the emotions of the
masses, skilfully manipulated and translated into electoral programs by
demagogues, ultimately distort a central tenet of the rule of law in West‐
ern countries – that is, the rehabilitative aim of punishment – on the con‐
trary favouring a “restorative and reparative” understanding of criminal
law (Anselmi 2018, 76). Thus, we may ask: why is this commonplace so
common? Why – again quoting Shammas – “does it seem permissible,
sensible, and perhaps even self‐evident, that prisons and punishment
should be taken out of the democratic process when other policy areas,
such as education, foreign policy, and taxation, seem so obviously a part
of what the voting public should have a say in influencing?” The answer,
according to some authors, is that this is due to the inner vindictive nature
of criminal law. For this reason, some authors (including some who be‐
long to the liberal democratic tradition) have argued that criminal law –
together with foreign policy – should be shielded from democratic pres‐
sures.
Let us consider a quotation that Shammas would view as an example
of penal elitism. In his classic Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, Joseph
Schumpeter argued that there are matters for which the parliamentary
vote should have a purely “formal” or “supervisory” nature, “otherwise
the democratic method may turn out legislative freaks”. One of these is
precisely “the case of so bulky and so technical a measure as a criminal
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code”. On Schumpeter’s view, the democratic method may apply to cer‐
tain general questions (“whether or not a country is to have such a codi‐
fication at all”, for instance), “but for the rest, government and parliament
will have to accept the specialists’ advice whatever they may think them‐
selves”. Given the complexity of crime as a phenomenon, Schumpeter
continues, “popular slogans about it are almost invariably wrong”, and
“a rational treatment of it requires that legislation in this matter should be
protected from both the fits of vindictiveness and the fits of sentimentality
in which the laymen in the government and in the parliament are alter‐
natingly prone to indulge” (Schumpeter 1996, 292).
“Fits of sentimentality” are common in every field of political life. “Fits
of vindictiveness” typically seem to affect criminal policies, however.
Both, Schumpeter suggests, are particularly dangerous as far as criminal
law is concerned. But is there something in criminal law that justifies
Schumpeter’s concerns?
As René Girard acutely noted, a vindictive dimension is inherent in
criminal law. Thanks to the adoption of judicial systems, societies were
able to break the “vicious circle” of vengeance characteristic of (in
Girard’s words) “primitive societies”. However, the judicial system “does
not suppress vengeance; rather, it effectively limits it to a single act of re‐
prisal, enacted by a sovereign authority specializing in this particular
function”. According to this interpretation, at least originally, “the deci‐
sions of the judiciary are invariably presented as the final word on venge‐
ance”. In order to understand this original dimension, Girard continues,
“vocabulary” is more revealing than “judicial theories”. The expression
“private vengeance”, frequently used to refer to revenge, implies the ex‐
istence of a “counterpart never made explicit”: public vengeance. And
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public vengeance is precisely what our “well‐policed societies” call the
judicial system. There is no real conflict in our penal systems between the
principles of justice and the concept of revenge. Resorting to another lex‐
ical reference, Girard notes that “he who exacts his own vengeance is said
to ‘take the law into his own hands’”. Thus, the difference between private
and public vengeance is not a difference in principle but an (enormous)
difference at the social level. In a judicial system, “an act of vengeance is
no longer avenged”, and the “danger of escalation averted”. This explains
why the victim no longer plays a central role in criminal trials. Paraphras‐
ing Girard, we might say that the judicial system takes vengeance into its
own hands, taking it away from victims and thus averting the danger of
escalation (Girard 1972, 15‐16).
Liberal societies have gradually rationalized criminal policies and
translated their vindictive origins into rehabilitative programs. But we
cannot erase the emotions that are linked to the original, intuitive function
of penal sanctions. Moreover, this emotive dimension may also explain
the relation between penal and judicial populism, which ultimately inter‐
sects with the prosecutorial function. Indictment and conviction are what
really matter when it comes to the process of applying criminal law, not
the verdict itself. This also explains why populists generally identify the
state with its prosecutorial function (Corso 2019, 482).
But there is more. Giovanni Fiandaca, addressing the notion of the “in‐
herent populistic” nature of criminal law, suggests that this intrinsic emo‐
tive dimension may also be based on the proximity of criminal law to the
communitarian dimension and a given society’s identity. Quoting Georg
Jellinek and his concept of law as an ethical minimum (ethisches Mini‐
mum), Fiandaca stresses the symbolical function of criminal law, which is
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justified by its crucial role in defending the community against its ene‐
mies – criminals – who have ultimately excluded and isolated themselves
from the social consortium. From this perspective, according to Fiandaca,
criminal law has an inevitably “polemological” dimension, providing the
community with criteria for distinguishing between friends and enemies.
This perspective can in turn help to explain why phenomena that we de‐
fine as belonging to “judicial populism” (according to the definition
quoted above) are particularly important as far as macrosocial phenom‐
ena are concerned, that is, phenomena that have a “communitarian” di‐
mension (such as organized crime and political corruption) or, more gen‐
erally, phenomena that are (or are presented or perceived as being) a
threat to the community as a whole (Fiandaca 2014, 97).

3. Judicial populism: between depoliticization and re‐politicization
We have defined judicial populism – following Fiandaca (2014) – as an
attempt by judges and/or prosecutors to present themselves as genuine
representatives and defenders of the “real” interests and values of the
people. This definition may be somewhat surprising given that in many
liberal democratic countries, judges and prosecutors are not elected offi‐
cials. However, this apparent contradiction should be reconsidered in the
light of the ambiguous relationship between the judicial system and cer‐
tain political movements that are commonly described as “populist”.
Politicians can use “the law” instrumentally in many different ways.
Three main instrumental uses are relevant here. First, the instrumental
use of juridical issues on the part of certain political candidates (Anselmi
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2018, 74) can directly affect the judicial system. The skilful manipulation
of public perception of crime in order to generate political consensus, for
instance, is one example of penal populism (Anselmi 2018, 74). From this
viewpoint, populist politicians can seek direct dialogue with public pros‐
ecutors. Second, the instrumental use of the judicial system can also as‐
sume the form of a “scapegoating” strategy which targets the courts and
the judicial system in general. As Werneck Arguelhes notes, the courts –
and the high courts in particular – are typically seen as victims of populist
politics precisely because they are “staffed” by non‐elected elites or – even
worse – by elites appointed by previous administrations (Werneck Ar‐
guelhes 2017a). Furthermore, populists are frequently described “as im‐
patient with procedures and institutions, and as ill‐disposed to interme‐
diary bodies” and to the separation of powers, “as they prefer unmedi‐
ated relations between the populist ruler and the people” (Corso 2019,
485). Finally, populism is often described as a reaction to an excess of ju‐
dicialization in constitutional law (Corso 2014, 443). In this scenario as
well, the courts and judges usually play the role of victim.
We will return to the first instrumental use and to the possibility of
indirect or direct dialogue between (some) politicians and (some) public
prosecutors. Let us first consider the case of the courts and judges as vic‐
tims of populist politics. This strategy can clearly prompt a direct reaction
from judicial powers. As Werneck Arguelhes convincingly argues, courts
may try to preserve their authority by “adjust[ing] their decisions to
trends in public opinion, or perhaps ‘go public’ and speak out to the peo‐
ple, adopting public relations strategies to make it harder for politicians
to ignore or retaliate against their decisions” (Werneck Arguelhes 2017a;
Bassok 2016; Staton 2010). This strategy may increase what has been
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called “the ambivalent stance of populism vis‐à‐vis the phenomenon of
the judicialization of politics” (Corso 2019, 481). Moreover, in cases of in‐
creasing dissatisfaction with representative institutions, Werneck Ar‐
guelhes notes, “courts might actively pursue a populist path themselves
and claim to speak for the people” (Werneck Arguelhes 2017a). In doing
so, courts can play a crucial role in what we might describe as a “conflict
between elites”: between the institutionalized, sclerotized, “established”
political elite – the target of public dissatisfaction – and the new, rising,
“populistic” elite. From the viewpoint of the latter, their relationship with
the judicial system can be characteristically ambivalent. As Corso notes,
“on the one hand, lawyers and jurists are perceived as part of an elite that
should be opposed, populism, on the other, also has roots in the judicial‐
isation of politics” (Corso 2019, 481).
Furthermore, according to Werneck Arguelhes (echoing Fiandaca),
courts themselves can adopt “the populist vocabulary”, claiming “to rep‐
resent and vindicate current majority sentiment against corrupt establish‐
ment politicians”.
Italy in the 1990s and Brazil in the second decade of the twenty‐first
century can be seen as classical examples. The parallels between the two
cases are evident: Sérgio Moro, a former federal trial judge and leading
figure of the “Lava Jato” (“Car Wash”) Operation, then Minister of Justice
in the Bolsonaro administration3, explicitly linked the two operations in a
well‐known and frequently quoted article: “Mani Pulite” and “Lava Jato”
(Moro 2004). Part of this parallelism has been based on the necessity, for

3

Sérgio Moro resigned on 24 April 2020 after a political disagreement with President
Jair Bolsonaro.
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prosecutors and judges acting in the field of political corruption and
white‐collar crime, of seeking and maintaining support from public opin‐
ion in order to resist opposition stemming from political powers. Thus,
Brazil and Italy represent two examples in which, in the words of Fian‐
daca (2014), “judicial populism” can be the result of an evident crisis of
the traditional party system.
In both Italy and Brazil, the key role played by the judicial system is
evident. In both countries, judicial inquiries have shaken the political sys‐
tem. In the Italian case in particular, this has led to a breakdown of the
political center and to a complete reconfiguration of the political land‐
scape. In the case of Brazil, key figures in the main political parties (in‐
cluding former president and leader of the Partido dos Trabalhadores Lula
da Silva) have been accused or convicted of corruption.
Systematic judicial inquiries into political corruption can have both
short‐ and long‐term effects. These effects are of two types. On the one
hand, they shape how prosecutors act against corruption. In particular,
prosecutors can pursue direct interaction with public opinion for two
main purposes: (indirectly) influencing anti‐corruption legislation and
weakening the (powerful) position of investigated politicians. They can
also shift investigation strategies in order to overcome major obstacles to
providing legal evidence, sometimes choosing to deflect attention away
from the evaluation of facts to a narrative focused on the identity of the
defendant. On the other hand, as the traditional political system loses le‐
gitimacy, the judicial system gains legitimacy as the only public power
that can solve the problem of (endemic) corruption. This situation can be
destabilizing, causing the political system to collapse and paving the way
for populist, or even authoritarian, tendencies.
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In this process, as noted above, judges and public prosecutors may find
it useful “go public” in order to resist the “political establishment”, which
is targeted by anti‐corruption operations. This strategy can be developed
in two different but compatible ways: a) a direct appeal to public opinion,
and b) dialogue with “anti‐system” parties and/or outsider candidates. In
both cases, the goal may be to put pressure on the traditional political
system. Judges and/or prosecutors can present themselves “as channeling
popular sentiment and speaking for the true interests of the people” (Wer‐
neck Arguelhes 2017a; 2017b).
There are many examples of this strategy and this self‐representation.
In Brazil, prosecutors, judges and supreme court justices frequently used
the mass media to reach a wider audience directly, their interviews often
making headlines in the national newspapers. In Italy, a good example is
the frequently quoted statement made by Francesco Saverio Borrelli, chief
prosecutor of Milan and one of the leading figures of the “Mani Pulite”
operation: “when people applaud us, they applaud themselves” (Giglioli,
Cavicchioli & Fele 1997, 27).
Interestingly, this dialogue between judges and prosecutors on the one
hand and public opinion on the other is ambivalent in a further sense. It
can be interpreted both as a process of depoliticization and as a process
of re‐politicization (using these expressions in their broader meaning).
From the first perspective, a crucial political issue, the problem of dissat‐
isfaction with the establishment, is translated into a matter of criminal
law. The judicialization of politics, in this case, means that political issues
are treated as legal ones. From the second perspective, this phenomenon
can be described in terms of the politicization of the judicial system, not
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in the ordinary partisan sense of the term but in a broader sense. The ju‐
dicial system becomes either an actor or a partner of other actors in the
political arena. Again, the cases of Italy and Brazil are exemplary: in both
countries, the judicial system has played a major role in transforming the
political system – by judging it, as it were.

4. The “representative” function of the judiciary
One last point remains. How can judges and/or prosecutors claim to
represent the “will of the people” if they are independent and, generally
speaking, non‐elective officials? As Diego Werneck Arguelhes argues per‐
suasively, the fact that “judges do not need to make claims to represent
the people to keep their office or maintain their authority” does not nec‐
essarily mean that they will refrain from doing so. The two examples
quoted above are quite significant in this regard. In both cases, the leading
figures of the two operations – Sérgio Moro in the Brazilian case and An‐
tonio Di Pietro in the Italian case – have entered into politics. And even if
Moro’s function as Minister of Justice in Bolsonaro’s government was
generally presented by him and his supporters as a technical role, he is
now a major player in the Brazilian political arena. It is no surprise, then,
that his key role in Bolsonaro’s government (the main adversary of Lula’s
Partido do Trabalhadores) has cast a shadow over his previous neutrality. In
any case, these examples show that individual reputation is not limited to
a judge’s institutional role but can also be connected to extrajudicial goals,
such as running for office in the future (Falcão & Osório 2016).
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In order to achieve these extrajudicial goals, judges and public prose‐
cutors may resort to two main channels of communication. One of these
is the motivation for their decisions. One of the key points in the contem‐
porary development of rhetorical and argumentation studies is the idea,
stressed by Perelman and Olbrechts‐Tyteca, that an “orator” can have
more than one “particular audience”. A “particular audience”, according
to them, is constituted by the individuals whom an orator wishes to per‐
suade in a given context (Perelman & Olbrechts‐Tyteca 1971, 28‐31). Dif‐
ferent audiences can have different hierarchical orders, from the perspec‐
tive of persuasive strategy. For instance, one’s “direct audience” (the au‐
dience that is “directly” addressed by the orator) can be less important
than one’s “indirect audience” – the persuasion of whom, although they
are not actually present, is crucial from the orator’s viewpoint. Thus, for
instance, a lawyer may consider it more useful – for many reasons – to
persuade public opinion or a part of the political system than the jury or
judges. He may believe that pressure from public opinion or the political
system is crucial to obtaining a verdict that is favorable to his client’s in‐
terests. The same holds when it comes to the motivation behind legal de‐
cisions. The main audience, the superior instance, the legal community,
etc., may not be perceived by the orator/author as having priority.
In an attempted analysis of the motivation behind Sérgio Moro’s con‐
demnation of former Brazilian President Lula da Silva, Mance (2017) aims
to reveal key argumentative fallacies in crucial passages from Sérgio
Moro’s argument. In some cases, what he reveals are common non se‐
quiturs; in other cases, they could constitute violations of processual rules
that, if recognized as such, ought to be sanctioned (e.g. inversions of the
burden of proof). In other cases, and most interesting for our purposes,
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they could constitute informal fallacies (such as ad hominem attacks) that
play the rhetorical role of reaching a larger audience.
As Diego Werneck Arguelhes (2017a) notes, these strategies are per‐
fectly understandable when we distinguish between individual and insti‐
tutional interests. Since these interests can diverge, a judge, considered as
an individual, can play a role that, from an argumentative point of view,
differs from that of the institution he represents. For this reason, persuad‐
ing an audience other than the institutional one (the jury, appellate
judges, etc.) can be part of a judge or public prosecutor’s individual strat‐
egy (Baum 2009).
As we saw above, these individual goals can also be promoted without
resorting to actual judicial decisions. This is the second channel of com‐
munication. Judges and public prosecutors may seek direct contact with
the press, use social media as an individual channel of communication, or
directly address the public through public rallies or symbolic acts. Judges
can also exploit procedural rules in order to increase the public impact.
This is particularly evident in the Brazilian case, where supreme court
judges have agenda‐setting power (Arguelhes & Hartmann 2017).
In all of these cases, and especially in situations of political/institu‐
tional crisis, we can observe a common strategy: an attempt, on the part
of judges and/or prosecutors, to present themselves as genuine “repre‐
sentatives” or interpreters of the true interests and expectations of the
people. This attempt is frequently presented according to a logic of sub‐
stitution of political power. Following Fiandaca’s definition, we might de‐
fine this behaviour, faute de mieux, as “judicial populism”.
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5. Provisional conclusions
As suggested above, the two phenomena commonly referred to as “pe‐
nal populism” and “judicial populism” may share many crucial features.
While “penal populism” is commonly related to the process of law‐mak‐
ing, “judicial populism” clearly has to do with the application of the law.
Addressing the topic of “destatisticalization” (that is, “the tendency to
discuss criminal and security issues while totally disregarding statistical
data”), Anselmi notes that it “shows the deep rhetorical nature of penal
populism, as it subordinates the arguments on juridical matters in public
discourse to the needs of social and political consensus” (Anselmi 2018,
75). Social and political consensus is not irrelevant to judges, especially in
the context of judicial investigations that target macro‐social or macro‐
political phenomena like organized crime or systemic political corruption.
To some extent, this research on consensus may be perfectly legitimate.
Especially in these cases, judges and public prosecutors are always polit‐
ical actors in the broad sense of the term. It would be better to recognize
this inevitable political function rather than concealing it with an ideolog‐
ical representation of the judge as a bouche de la loi.
As discussed above, this attempt to establish a direct relation to public
opinion may be solicited within the environment of the application of
criminal law, characterized, in some cases, by a strong emotive dimension
(linked to its “vindictive” origin) and to its proximity to the fundamental
values of a given community.4 This context may increase the political

4

From this viewpoint, constitutional law can also represent a “sensitive” environment.
I will not address this topic in this paper, however.
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function of the judiciary, giving it, in the context of political and institu‐
tional crises, a populist nuance. Thus, both the language and the function
of the judiciary can assume a characteristically moral nuance, which cor‐
responds to an image of the judiciary as an agent of moralization, pre‐
cisely because of its independence and its (purportedly) apolitical nature.
Nevertheless, this political function ultimately shows that what is fre‐
quently reconstructed as a radical dichotomy in which the “people” strug‐
gles against the “elite” is, in fact, a struggle among elites. From this view‐
point, judicial populism is located at the crossroads between penal popu‐
lism and penal elitism: it shares with penal populism a claim to speak for
the people, but this claim is clearly advanced by a technocratic elite. In
some cases, in fact, it can even assume a paternalistic character.
In seeking direct contact with public opinion, judges and public pros‐
ecutors may present themselves as the “genuine” representatives of the
will of the people. This move has crucial political consequences. With it,
the judiciary clearly assumes a “substitutive” role. In the context of polit‐
ical and institutional crisis, however, it also frequently plays an ancillary
role, aligning itself with anti‐system and anti‐politics parties. These polit‐
ical movements can make instrumental use of the judiciary. The opposite
can also be true, however: if not the judiciary as a whole, then at least
certain of its members can make instrumental use of these political move‐
ments. This can stem from both judicial (gaining public support in the
judicial fight against corruption and organized crime) and extrajudicial
(that is, purely individual) motives.
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Abstract
The Judicial System at the Crossroads of Populism and Elitism
“Penal populism” has become a common expression and a key cate‐
gory among scholars of both political populism and crime and punish‐
ment, and it is often opposed to the concept of “penal elitism”. “Judicial
populism” can be considered a sub‐category of the more general category
of penal populism inasmuch as it relates to the judicial application of
criminal law. Also in this case we may observe a dialectic between “pop‐
ulism” and “elitism”. The judiciary, for instance, can be presented as an
agent of moralization, because of its independence and its (purportedly)
apolitical nature. Thus, judicial populism is located at the crossroads be‐
tween penal populism and penal elitism: it shares with penal populism a
claim to speak for the people, but this claim is clearly advanced by a tech‐
nocratic elite.
Keywords: penal populism; penal elitism; judicial
judicialization of politics; politicization of judiciary.
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